Neural prostheses for restoring lost functions can benefit from selective activation of nerves with limited number and density of electrodes. Our previous work had proposed "multipoint gating stimulation", which allows a surface electrode array to selectively activate nerves at a desired location in between the array or at a desired depth beneath the array. In the gating stimulation, however, we have to determine a large number of parameters, e.g., electrode configuration and current at each electrode. The present work discusses how to determine these parameters on the basis of simulation using the nerve equation.
The gating stimulation employs cathodes, called "source electrodes", to broadly generate action potentials, and downstream anodes, or "gate electrodes," to simultaneously block unnecessary propagation. The gate electrodes on the surface of a nerve bundle control the amount and location of spike propagation in between the gate electrodes (Fig. 1a) . Similarly, blocking spike propagation at the surface by the gate can result in selective activation of nerves at a desired depth in a bundle (Fig. 1b) .
Electrode sizes and array configuration are the key parameters in gating stimulation. A large cathode had less charge density, and thus had a higher threshold current for nerve activation than a small cathode; a cathode with a diameter of 0.8 mm had a threshold at -30 µA to activate a nerve 50 µm underneath, while a cathode with a diameter of 0.4 mm had a threshold at -10 µA. For the same reason, the activated area by a large cathode was compressed in the depth direction as compared to that by a small cathode. Therefore, for selective activation of superficial nerves a gate electrode should be designed smaller than a source in order to efficiently generate spikes at a surface and block spike propagation at a depth. In contrast, for selective activation of deep nerves, a gate electrode should be larger than a source.
The blocking effect depends on the current and duration of stimulation pulse at gates. When the distance between a source and gate was 1.2 mm and when the duration of source stimulation was set at 0.1 ms, the optimal duration was estimated at 0.4 ms, above which the blocking effect was independent of the duration.
Since spike generation and blockage depends on locations of the nodes of Ranvier with respect to electrodes, a rectangular electrode, whose long side along a nerve bundle is longer than the internodal distance, i.e., on the order of 1 mm, would be effective.
In the lateral gating stimulation, interactive effects of left and right pairs of source and gate stimulation are required for nerves to reach their threshold. In other words, unilateral pair of source and gate stimulation alone cannot generate propagating spikes. Therefore, useful information to determine a current at each electrode is a blocking threshold, above which the gate current should be set. On the other hand, for depth-wise gating stimulation, a current at a gate should be set below the threshold in order to leak spike propagation at the desired depth. Figure 2 shows the simulation of lateral gating stimulation when 0.1-ms pulses of -90 mA at both source electrodes and 0.4-ms pulses of +200 mA at both gate electrodes were applied, demonstrating that only fibers located in between the electrode array can transmit a spike downstream. Appropriate combination of currents at sources and gates could selectively activate specific nerves at the surface of a nerve bundle. The spatial resolution of both the lateral and depth-wise gating stimulation was theoretically estimated to be at least 50 µm in our simulation. Neural prostheses for restoring lost functions can benefit from selective activation of nerves. We had previously proposed a multiple gating stimulation, which can selectively activate a desired portion of nerve bundle, irrespective of a density of the electrode. In this paper, we discuss the design of electrode array and effective strategies to determine the stimulus parameters.
A large electrode was less affected by the relative location of electrodes and the node of Ranvier, suggesting that a rectangular electrode, whose long side along a nerve bundle is longer than the internodal distance, i.e., on the order of 1 mm, would be more effective rather than a disk electrode. We could estimate an appropriate current at each electrode was a blocking threshold.
For the lateral gating stimulation, the gate current should be set above the threshold, while, for depth-wise gating stimulation, the gate current should be set below the threshold. The spatial resolution of lateral gating stimulation is theoretically estimated at least at 50 µm when the grid of array was 1.2 mm, and that of depth-wise gating stimulation at 50 µm.
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